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Building the Population BombOxford University Press, 2021

	Across the twentieth century, Earth's human population increased undeniably quickly, rising from 1.6 billion people in 1900 to 6.1 billion in 2000. As population grew, it also began to take the blame for some of the world's most serious problems, from global poverty to environmental

	degradation, and became an object of...
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Solar Cell Technology and ApplicationsAuerbach Publications, 2009
Energy experts predict that wholesale electricity prices could easily rise 35 to 65 percent by 2015. Add to this the growing need for energy independence and the need to reduce carbon emissions and it is very clear that the development of low-cost renewable energy, such as solar energy, is essential for our economy and our national security....
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Small-Bowel Obstruction: CT Features with Plain Film and US correlationsSpringer, 2007

	Small–bowel obstruction (SBO) is responsible for about 15% of surgical

	operations for an acute abdomen. In Italy, the most frequent causes of SBO

	are adhesions (about 60%), hernias (about 20%) and neoplasms (about

	15%).Comparison with other countries is interesting. In the USA, the most

	frequent cause of SBO is adhesional...
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From Signals to Colours: A Case-based Atlas of Electroanatomic Mapping in Complex Atrial arrhythmiasSpringer, 2007

	What is a complex case? Although the concept of what is complex may be personal, there is a

	common sense of complexity in electrophysiology. In most cases, a complex case involves a patient

	who comes or is referred after a single or multiple unsuccessful procedures in other centres and is

	still suffering from the same or a similar...
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Modern Aerodynamic Methods for Direct and Inverse ApplicationsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2019

	
		Just when classic subject areas seem understood, the author, a Caltech, M.I.T. and Boeing trained aerodynamicist, raises profound questions over traditional formulations.  Can shear flows be rigorously modeled using simpler “potential-like” methods versus Euler equation approaches?  Why not solve aerodynamic...
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Musculoskeletal Sonography: Technique, Anatomy, Semeiotics and Pathological Findings in Rheumatic DiseasesSpringer, 2007

	This book elucidates on the examination technique, the sonographic changes in musculoskeletal rheumatic involvement and the ultrasound assessment of joint rheumatic diseases. The atlas is enriched with several figures, in which the US picture is compared with that of conventional radiography, CT and MRI. It provides a unique collection of...
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FPGA-based Implementation of Signal Processing SystemsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2008

	Field programmable gate arrays (FPGAs) are an increasingly popular technology for implementing digital signal processing (DSP) systems. By allowing designers to create circuit architectures developed for the specific applications, high levels of performance can be achieved for many DSP applications providing considerable improvements over...
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Practical Vim: Edit Text at the Speed of Thought (Pragmatic Programmers)Pragmatic Bookshelf, 2012

	
	
		Conventional wisdom dictates that Vim has a steep learning curve. I think
	
		most Vim users would disagree. Sure, there’s an initial hump, but once you
	
		run through vimtutor and learn the basics of what to put in your vimrc, you
	
		reach a point where you can actually get work done—a sort of hobbled...
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Mobile Database Systems (Wiley Series on Parallel and Distributed Computing)John Wiley & Sons, 2006
A breakthrough sourcebook to the challenges and solutions for mobile database systems
This text enables readers to effectively manage mobile database systems (MDS) and data dissemination via wireless channels. The author explores the mobile communication platform and analyzes its use in the development of a distributed database management...
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Fairy Tales: A New History (Excelsior Editions)University of New York, 2009
Overturns traditional views of the origins of fairy tales and documents their actual origins and transmission.

   Where did Cinderella come from? Puss in Boots? Rapunzel? The origins of fairy tales are looked at in a new way in these highly engaging pages. Conventional wisdom holds that fairy tales originated in the oral...
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Principles of Electric CircuitsPrentice Hall, 2007


	The eighth edition of Principles of Electric Circuits: Conventional Current Version provides 

	a complete and straightforward coverage of the basics of electrical components and circuits. 

	Fundamental circuit laws and analysis methods are explained and applied in a variety ofba- 

	sic circuits. Applications, many of...
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Chipless RFID: Design Procedure and Detection TechniquesSpringer, 2014

	This book examines the design of chipless RFID systems. The authors begin with the philosophy of RFID and its effect on commercial applications. Then, they discuss the chipless RFID systems and the application of chipless RFID systems, the advantages it provides compared to conventional barcode ID and chipped RFID tags. The text then covers...
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